
 

 

BOLESKINE COMMUNITY CARE 

Board of Trustees Meeting 

20th April 2021, 10am 

BCC Hub 

 
Present:  Kit Cameron (Chair), Neil Robertson, Jan Hargreaves (Secretary), 

Maureen McGuire 

                 
Apologies:  Julie Russell, Sandra Sutherland 
                     
In Attendance:  Jayne Brinkworth, SDO (for SDO Update) 

 

Agenda 

Item 

Minutes Actions 

2 Apologies 

Julie Russell would like to continue as a trustee but is 

prevented from doing so at present to due personal 

issues. Will update chair when able to resume. 

 

 

3 Minutes and Matters Arising 

- Minutes approved by NR and seconded by MM 

- MM will take over role of minutes from JH in 

interim basis (D) 

- Decision to consider advertising for a paid 

minute taker. It was noted an NDA will be 

needed for his NR investigating   

 

 

 

 

NR investigating 

NDA’s 

4  Chair’s Report 

- Currently 6 carers with 3 potentially leaving 

within next year. 

- Care co-ordinator and some carers under pressure 

having to also cover care duties when no staff 

available. 

- Potential conflict with different contractual 

arrangements. 1 FTE and zero-hours contracts for 

remaining carers, resulting in FTE priority to 

ensure hours. Impact on hours available to 

remaining carers with some wanting to work 

more with no slots available. It was noted that 

zero-hour contracts are desirable for employees 

wanting flexibility but need to balance flexibility 

with ensuring coverage for entire week that Co-

Ordinator and core staff members not over 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KC discussing 

contractual 

arrangements with 

HH. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

worked covering less popular times. Chair raising 

matter with HH to discuss contractual 

arrangements available to ascertain if can carers 

contracts can guarantee a certain number of 

hours/days to ensure adequate coverage. 

- Recognized anxiety in community in coming out 

of COVID and need to consider impact on 

volunteer numbers knock on affect and services 

being offered. Coffee morning on 3rd May 

highlighted as opportunity to reach out to 

community being more explicit as to what 

commitment each service requires may aid 

volunteering. Boards to advertise vision and 

services at coffee morning discussed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MM volunteered to 

prep material for 

boards.  

JH to investigate 

display options. 

5 Treasurers Report 

- Overall BCC in good financial position with 

£8,000 in available funds. 

- NR gave overview of accounts analysis arising 

from YoY analysis and audit. Small adjustment of 

£50 being made between Transport and 

Unrestricted funds due to differences in methods 

used by different treasurers. No material 

difference to actual cashflows.  

- NR asking council if can use £750 to extend 

current transport scheme to allow volunteers to 

take residents to Inverness shopping. 

- Need for 4x4 for carers to access sites was raised. 

NR making enquiries to Arnold Clark on car 

lease. Feels it would be better to include lease 

costs under operational grant from SFCT grant. 

- Wifi boosters have been purchased for Hub bot 

not arrived. NR chasing. 

- Due to time taken in preparing accounts policies 

review is delayed. NR will update at next 

meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NR enquiring about 

lease of 4x4 

6 SDO Report 

- Newsletter approved. Will be distributed (D) 

- Gazebos decided upon, will be purchased from 

Leisure Outlet at a cost of £549 (D) 

- Trustee training agreed - in person training 2 ½ 

hours @ cost of £400 + costs. Wildside 

considered most appropriate venue 

 

 

 

 

JB investigating dates 

and booking 

facilities. 



 

 

- Agreed to proceed with building of wall for Foot 

Care. Quote by Charlie Kinmond accepted. 

Original quote of £1300 but potential increase 

noted due to difficulty obtaining supplies due to 

COVID. Budget of £2000 agreed. 

- E-Bike being trialled 10th May  

- Difficulty in obtaining list of potential volunteers 

highlighted and concern raised as to difficulty in 

implementing activity plan without set of 

volunteers. KC gave names of previous 

volunteers and potential contacts. Lack of 

volunteers again highlighted as potential barrier 

to offering services. Particularly given small 

population and competing groups in the area. 

Review of services to be planned with 

consideration given to using professional staff to 

provide more reliable service. 

- Befriending service offered by HH felt to be too 

restrictive for BCC in terms of approach. Board 

to keep monitoring and review in November. 

Training offered by HH believed to be great asset 

to BCC. 

- Handyman reporting that addition of gardening 

services has potential to involve large scale and 

time-consuming works that were not intended as 

part of the scheme. Board recognised the need to 

set up an additional gardening service with large 

scale works costed appropriately. All agreed to 

provide any known gardeners prior to next 

meeting to facilitate further planning of service. 

- JB highlighted continued constraints on time with 

current workload and need to consider additional 

admin support. Board will start planning an 

apprenticeship bit in interim will advertise for 

Admin assistant ~10 hours per week. 

JB to proceed with 

installation. 

 

 

 

 

JB will distribute list 

prior to next meeting 

to evaluate situation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All – provide details 

of any known 

gardeners. 

 

 

 

 

 

JB to prep job spec to 

circulate for 

discussion. 

 

7 AOB – Vision and CAB 

- Community Assembly, Board felt it was excellent 

opportunity for community members to air 

views. 

- Vision and Engagement with BCC. MM offered 

to act as PM for vision project and requested 

weekly meetings with sub-committee to maintain 

pace of progress and review work done to date on 

 

 

 

 

MM to arrange 

meetings for 21st and 

28th April to review 

materials prepared 



 

 

task list and services sheet. 

- KC arranged meeting with Margaret Davidson on 

26th April to discuss vision and potential support. 

and to be shared with 

SFCT. 

 

Next Meeting:- 10th May, BCC Hub 10am 



 

 

 

 

 

 


